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19 Ways for Real Estate 
Investors to Create an extra 

$5,000+ a month in 
Passive Income

With no money down, no loans, no credit, no experience, 
starting from zero... and without leaving your house..
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19 Ways for Real Estate 
Investors to Create an extra 

$5,000+ a month in 
Passive Income

How to master the art of working once and getting paid for the rest of your life.
How to work for ONE weekend and get paid $5,000 a month for the next two years.
How to use bumper stickers (and how many) to make $10,000 a month?
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Sex Icon Azam Meo 
(they/them) uses passive 
income to complete 
transition.
The real life story of their journey to success by creating passive income 
systems that anybody can recreate starting from zero.
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What exactly is 
"Passive Income"

Passive Income: money that comes in without you doing anything.

BLS: Ultra Wealthy =  $1M - $3M a year (now we have a definition and target)

It is much easier to go from 5k to 1M than from zero to 5k, just get to the EXECUTION.

Empire Building Mission:
See the opportunity.
Build your ladder.
Help others buid their ladder.
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What is the Difference?
Lewis Terman study about IQ tells us everything we need to know.

Nothing will determine how far you go more than where you started.

ALL of our stuff is about Bridging this gap you MUST understand significance.
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Why is THIS time in history 
different (BETTER) than 

any other time?
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See a Pattern?
Uber is the biggest taxi cab company in the world, and they own ZERO  cabs... 
 
AirBNB is the largest hotel company in the world, and they own ZERO hotels or rooms... 
 
The largest apps and software vendors in the world, don't create any apps - google and Apple... 
 
One of the largest shipping companies in the world is Amazon they own ZERO trucks or planes...

The largest media company and media owner in the world is facebook, they create ZERO content...

The largest telecom companies in the world are skype and zoom - they own ZERO phone/internet lines...

The largest movie house in the world - Netflix - owns ZERO theaters or even screens YOU provide the screen...

Apple is the largest cell phone company in the world and they have ZERO broadband and cell bandwidth of their own... 
 
Google/Alphabet - sometimes the most valuable company in the world, 1T business and they don't make anything - they don't sell anything...
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"Ownership is nothing, 
CONTROL is everything."

- John Rockefeller
- Azam Meo
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It has NEVER been easier or more profitable to control assets than right now.

Historical: want to have a thriving dermatology business with no physical location?

To create income and equity isn't just helping a business it can BE the entire business.



Always Invest in
"Asymmetricals"

"It is like praying, it can't hurt and it can only help."

A mole hill of risk (if that) and a mountain of reward.

Signs, email signatures, dialog, talking to THAT girl/guy... all Asymmetricals.
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Indiana State Fair super growers: 95% same.

Focus on that TINY 5%, that's the Asymmetricals



The Forever Fund.
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This is the most obvious way to create passive income; just get enough 
money invested that will earn you 10-30k/mo at 5%... about $2M - $6M.

Remember that ANY time you invest money it is being used to complete 
TRANSACTIONS, so by controlling transactions you will control MONEY.

The same work the same seed fills all three Money Buckets: money now, 
money over time and money later. Increase income = increase value.



The Forever Fund.
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Fill the FIRST Bucket up...
... then the second and then...
 ALL focus is on DELAYING money.



The Forever Fund.
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The Big Secret:
Do not SAVE money...
Go CREATE money.



Passive Income Pyramid
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Equity and Dividends

Residuals

Transaction Agreement

Royalties

License Agreements

Equity

Get paid
per sale.

Get paid for previous
work and transactions.

Get paid for new business
and transactions.

Rent Brilliant out for Both 
Residuals AND Royalties

All three 
Money Buckets



Three Categories of the
BigReia.com Phoenix:
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Basic Bish:  Still brillant but SOME people have heard of.

Brilliant and Legendary AF:  Unheard of brilliance to take over the world.

Epic Stuff:  Next level stuff, powerful and unknown stuff.



Basic Bish:
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1.) SFR Rental Property: rent a house out.

2.) Apartments: rent apartments/commercial RE

3.) Master Lease (Option): rent units in bulk and arbitrage   

4.) REITs: like buying stock in a company that invests in RE, 10-12%

5.) Be a Private Lender: you can use money or rent other people's money out



Group Two:
Epic Stuffs
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6.) Finance Your Commission

BigReia.com

"The easiest way for any realtor to make $10,000 a month in passive income."

Many sellers can't afford to sell but CAN if the commission is financed.

This is an immediate way to make 10-25% ROI on your money.

2 deals a month @ $300/mo = 5k/mo in under 12 months.

3 deals a month and you're at 10k/mo in 12 months.



7.) Finance Your Assignment  
 Free or Down Payment
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This works just like the commission.

This can help you do deals faster and have people "Move in Today" or "By Friday."

You can use this to start doing more deals and create monthly cash IMMEDIATELY.



8.) Create the BEST Course for 
Real Estate Investors in (AREA)
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Interview successful local real estate investors, realtors, title companies, etc. (4k/mo)

Compile all that brilliance now you have a BRILLIANT course, great contacts (77s) and best ideas

You need NOTHING to get started and from now you'll have authority and can keep adding to it 
monthly...



9.) Bird Dog Arbitrage
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Ask everybody you interview for tips on finding them deals.

Now you train Bird Dogs and Property Scouts and the FEW people who execute.

Take the deals they find, help qualify and move them to investors for $5k/per and split it with the student.



10.) Bird Dog Reverse Hire
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You don't have to move the deals to an investor, instead just Reverse Hire a 
realtor, PMC, investor, etc. to complete the transaction.

Train your realtor to take the calls, screen the leads and do the deals the way I outline in 
the "How to Hire a Realtor that Makes you 10k/month" for more on this.

Once this is done it is totally autonomous and Subtractive, a self-driving business.



11.) Asset Brokering Model to 
Own Strorage Units
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Find commercial businesses like storage units that have unused assets like trucks.

Find other uses like renting them out for movers, advertise for companies with signage, etc.

Once this is set it runs like a small, side business and you can reinvest your residuals for equity.
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This is a FAST way to create residuals by renting out unused office space. 

You can rent the office space for drivers ed, ESOL classes, remote/virtual workers, Regus, callers, etc. 

12.) Asset Brokering with  
      Realtor Office Space

Hero just made $7,000 a month by helping local entrepreneurs have part-time space for monthlies, hassle free. 



Group Three:
Legendary AF
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The BigReia Phoenix has 
Entered the Chat.
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13.) An MFM With Realtors
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The Manufactured Franchise Model: collect best practices and policies and then rent them out.

Talk to a realtor for example, get their best ads, scripts, SMM policies, VMs, emails, etc.

Then rent them out to a similar realtor in a non-competing area, an easy 10k/mo?



When ever you see a business ask 
yourself these THREE questions:
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1.)  How do they get the phone to ring?

2.) How do they turn the calls into clients?

3.) How do they turn those clients into FANS?



Understanding
The Five Crowds Principle
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Strangers Not Stranger
(Potential Lead)

Lead
Potential Client

Transaction
(Client)

Fanbase
(77)

Each stage has it's own maturity process and detailed:
Wendy Charts (Diagrams)
Checklists
Scripts



MFM Email and Letter.
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Hi Jack,

This is the email you had asked me to send you.

So I don't know if you've ever looked into this but most big cities in America have a "Sister City" that is nearly identical in 
demographics, economics, local culture, etc.  Big business has known this insider secret for decades, partly because it helps 
them know where to expand locations.

Our city of Carmel has a sister city too. It is Columbus, Ohio.  Nearly all businesses that succeed there, also succeed here and 
vice versa.

Why am I telling you this? 

Because I got with the top three real estate agents in Columbus and I got an inside look at how their businesses are producing 
at least $35,000 a month (that's NET take-home income).  I got all of their exact ads, scripts, listing presentations, seller and 
buyer lead generation methods, social media posts, etc.

So right now I'm looking for a good realtor team that I can help put these practices into action.  When I asked Nathan and Sarah 
they suggested I contact you about this.  Please see the attached walkthrough as well because I'd love to hear your thoughts.

Thanks!  = )   



MFM Email and Letter.
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Hi Sam,

I just left you a a voicemail about this, I'm hoping you can help.  I've been collecting the best pulling ads, 
marketing letters and advertising pieces that are producing the best seller leads for real estate investors.

So right now I need to find a good investor to help recreate these results with.  

Do you think you would be a good fit?  It not can you please help me find an investor who would be a 
good fit.

Thanks so much!  = )



14.) Signs on Your Car.
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Turn your car into a giant "Anna Buys Houses" billboard, include number/site.

Heroes now financing $70-100k cars with this alone, pay for a car by driving it around WTF.

SOLD!

You can get calls and get paid on the deals that are done from your generated leads - that's one way.



15.) Car Billboard for Your Deals.
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Instead of passing off the deal your real estate team (realtor, PMC, contractor) does it for you.

Remember every real estate deal is the same: screen the seller, (maybe) fix up then find a 
buyer or renter - ALL of that can be RH.

SOLD!

This way you get calls then they are dealt with according to your POLICIES.



16.) Car Billboard Experimenths.
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This is something that YOU ALL should be doing, this is good starting Dialog.

We screen Providers and let them know you are putting signs on your car and talk math.

SOLD!

Now we end the conversation knowing how much each Call/Lead, Appointment and Transaction is worth.

"Go to 
BigReia.com or 
I'll bite your 

ears off!"



Car Billboard Emails
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Hi Sam,

I saw your ad and website and I thought this would be something for you:

I work with the Korean Church and we have 5-6 vans that are driving around town picking up our 
members and dropping them off.  We are thinking about putting up signs on our vans and maybe if they 
said something like:

Larry Buys Houses ; 317-555-5757

I don't know how many calls you would get but maybe it would make sense to do an experiment with you.  
Please let me know if that's something that you think would be a good fit for of if not if you could please 
let me know who you think I should be talking to about this I would really appreciate it.

Thanks so much!  = )



Car Billboard Emails
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Hi Sam,

I was thinking about a BIG sign on my car that read something like:

Sam Buys Houses ; 317-555-5757

I want to do an experiment with somebody in real estate to see how many calls and how much is 
generated by doing this.  If you pay for the signage I'll do it for free just to see how much money could be 
made from this.

I have no idea what I'm doing or the best way to find a good real estate person, so your help would be 
greatly appreciated. 
 
Please let me know if that's something that you think would be a good fit for of if not if you could please 
let me know who you think I should be talking to about this I would really appreciate it.

Thanks so much!  = )



17.) Create Mini-Billboards.
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Secure locations for 5-10 signs that produce enough calls for $10k+/mo.

Work with realtors, investors, etc. to get them the seller, buyer, investors, etc.

Then you can get paid  to have a Block up for days or weeks, in your secured areas.

Create multiple Blocks, cycle through them and have your posters trained to post them

Hero examples here are a good start because they lead to the REAL killer secret later on



18.) Take the Home Pictures  
     and License them Out.
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Realtors get dozens of high quality, professional pictures every week.

Help them get these pictures up on sites like Getty, Shutterstock, Alamy, etc.

Each one is like a lottery ticket, this the definition of an Asymmetrical with BIG ROI.



19.) Do the Same Licensing but  
   Use the DRONE footage.
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Make sure the photographer takes good high quality drone footage of the area.

Soon you'll have the largest collection of drone footage in your area and LICENSE

Each one is like a lottery ticket, this the definition of an Asymmetrical with BIG ROI.



Go through our EPIC post about the 
Vacant Land Models.

You'll see dozens of sites, groups and 
companies that will buy/post your 

photographs and drone footage.
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Bonus
Mother Grabbers



20.) New Home Builder Model.
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Send new home builders quality buyers, they get exclusives

It may take months or longer for the completion, 3-5% at 200k = $5-6k per.

Hero has 20+ @$6k in one weekend and even if it took 1-2 years = $5,000 - $10,000/mo

That's one weekend of work to make $5,000 a month year round for 2 years... $40,000/mo?

You can also do more by letting the builder KEEP your amount and finance your paydays for 20% 
more.



21.) New Home Builder  
                Financing Your Money.
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Take the money they owe you and re-invest it and/or loan it back to them.

By financing your payments/commission you can buy houses, stocks, dividend, etc.

This is a simple way to use a few signs and get Blocks of houses for "free" with 10-20% ROI



22.) Lead Generating Book.
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Work with a high-value transaction Provider like a doctor and help them "write a 
book" (you can do this in ONE weekend) and get paid on the business/leads.

Weekend Book Model: Hero made 500k+/year since 2011, just get a list of 20 
questions each one is a chapter - use Amazon, reviews, magazines, etc.

This can be used in ALL marketing or as the marketing itself as a giveaway.



23.) LG Book used for Doublers
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In the medical field one referral can make a business an extra $100k a MONTH, so 
the effort and money spent on this is worth it and NOBODY will have a book let 
alone a targeted book like this.

Simple deals that can later include PPC and other marketing, as you are "partner" 
with BUSINESS/equity.

The book, or a part of it, should be focused on BUSINESSES (Providers and not just 
Consumers) that can double the business, these "Doublers" can grow things fast.



24.) Build A $1M/Year Web Page.
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That was the question we had and so we picked about the MOST competitive 
industry and the MOST competitive keyword phrase "Motivated Sellers".

You can search it  and see we are almost the number one result on the entire 
internet, it is an example of a "Nobody Mountain".  According to Google it will 
make $1,000/day this year.  You can build this over time with passion.

Can you have a web page (not a website just ONE PAGE) that makes you 
$1,000,000 a year autonomously with no input necessary?



24.) Build A $1M/Year Web Page.
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What BIG problem in the world do you want to solve?  You can slowly create 
content and helpful answers about it everyday and it will add up.

Over the course of years you'll have the best resource in the world.  Yes 
YEARS, so make sure you are committed to it, our goal was/is to create the 
greatest resource in the world on finding motivated sellers for FREE - and 
we've done that are only adding to it - you need a mission like that. 

You can do this with anything, you just have to love it enough.



25.) Bumper Sticker Badassery.
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Now to get maximum calls you can partner with a volunteer group or charity and 
get a bumper sticker on EVERY car - calls/money comes in residually.

How many bumper stickers do you need to make $10,000 a month?  Not 
sure, but right now we think about 300-400 maybe 500.

This is epic and badass in too many ways to count.  Get calls to a VM for "Anna Buys 
Houses" and either you do the deal or have investor pay you for the deals they do.



So What Did We Go Over?
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1.)  Rental House (SFR)
2.)  Apartments
3.)  Master Lease Options (MLO)
4.)  REITs
5.)  Be a Private Lender
6.)  Finance Your Own Commission
7.)  Finance Your Assignment Fee
8.)  Create the BEST Re Course for (AREA)
9.)  Bird Dog Arbitrage
10.)  Bird Dog Reverse Hire
11.)  Asset Brokering Storage Units
12.)  Asset Broker Realtor Space
13.)  MFM with Realtors
14.)  Signs on Your Car
15.)  Car Billboard Model
16.)  Car Billboard Experiments
17.)  Mini Billboard Model with Sign Blocks
18.)  License Photographer
19.)  License Drone Footage

Bonus Mother Grabbers 
Bonus One: New Home Builder
Bonus Two: Financed Home Builder
Bonus Three: Lead Gen Book License
Bonus Four: LG Book for Doublers
Bonus Five: $1M Web Page
Bonus Six: Bumper Stickers



So What Did We Go Over?
(lotsa brilliance)
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We covered more than 25 ways that any real estate investor can make $5,000 
- $10,000 in residual, passive income in the next 30 days (and every month 
after that) from using any one of a large number of our Models... P4L.

We went over 5 ways to get equity/ownership in companies so you don't just 
get money and payments but you build Social Mobility with each deal as well.

We also went over the EXACT Compliance Dialog, emails, texts and campaigns 
that you can copy and paste and use TODAY.

We went over a lot more too...
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Go to BigReia.com for 
more Badassery.



Remember:

"Your thoughts are alive,
  use them carefully. "

- Azam Meo
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